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Put Your Trust in  
Roofing Systems that Perform 
Back in 1977, Conklin pioneered and formulated the first acrylic, elastomeric liquid roof coating, which offers superior protection 

against the elements and provides substantial energy efficiency. Conklin’s innovations in the commercial roofing industry moved the 

company forward while its competitors were still in the lab. Since that time, many companies have entered the cool, reflective roof 

market; however, no other company offers the superior value and performance of a Conklin roof. Conklin Roofing Systems combine 

superior-quality products with over 40 years of tested, proven, and trusted performance to deliver unsurpassed value for building 

owners, property managers, and contractors alike.

In addition, Conklin provides comprehensive commercial roofing systems training programs which, along with continued technical 

support for contractors using Conklin Roofing Systems, is key to ensuring the performance of Conklin roofs.

The bottom line is that a roof is a long-term investment – not just another expense. And whether you’re a building owner or facility 

manager, you can be sure that Conklin Roofing Systems are a smart investment to keep your bottom line strong.

Before purchasing the Conklin Company in 1992, I built my 

business as a Conklin Distributor. It was easy to believe in the 

reliable, time-tested Conklin Roofing Systems products and 

share my firsthand experience. With over four decades of 

superior performance in the roofing industry, Conklin proudly 

continues to serve this industry by producing extraordinary 

value and tough, long-term building protection with its 

extensive line of American-made commercial roofing products.

You might be the next commercial building owner or facilities 

professional whose property is protected and made more 

profitable by Conklin Roofing Systems, just as it has positively 

impacted the bottom line of countless others. See how you can 

be more energy efficient and have more peace of mind with 

Conklin Roofing Systems! 

MESSAGE FROM THE OWNER

Charles W. Herbster
Owner
Chief Executive Officer 
President

Roof repair and restoration services are in high demand —  
and we have the solution for almost any need!
Any savvy business owner knows quality, performance, and value are important factors to consider in a roof. But at Conklin, those 

attributes are just the baseline in the development of our roof systems. Our lightweight, seamless, and weather-proof systems 

exceed the most rigorous industry standards and do more than just protect—they can actually pay for themselves! Conklin’s white 

roof systems reflect the sun’s heat and UV rays to keep buildings cooler and reduce air conditioning costs. In addition, periodic 

recoats can offer superior protection for decades without the expense of a new roof. 

With our wide variety of roofing products (listed on pages 16-22), we offer roofing systems that meet almost any roofing challenge 

with a high-quality, long-term solution. Conklin Roofing Systems can be applied to metal roofs, built-up roofs, modified bitumen, 

EPDM, TPO, PVC, spray polyurethane foam, asphalt, concrete and more!
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Conklin Cool Roofing Systems

Highly reflective “cool” roofs are having their day in the sun. During the warmest weather, studies have indicated that they 
lower roof temperatures by up to 40% and decrease the amount of heat transferred into a building’s interior. That helps reduce 
energy needs for cooling, and using less energy not only saves money, it also reduces the amount of pollutants released into the 
atmosphere. Conklin Roofing Systems meet the very highest standards for energy efficiency. 

What Conklin Cool Roofs Do For You

White Roofs Drive Energy Costs Down

CRRC-Rated Protection
Conklin Company is proud to be a partner of  
the Cool Roof Rating Council. Our white roof  
systems meet the CRRC’s stringent guidelines  
on solar reflectance and thermal emittance and  
help protect the environment through energy  
efficiency in a number of ways by:

• Decreasing the energy required to cool the building, 
resulting in less air pollution

• Reducing the amount of roofing materials discarded into 
landfills with exceptional sustainability

• Minimizing summertime heat island effects in city 
environments, slowing down the formation of smog

Proven Performance
Conklin was one of the first companies to manufacture white, 
acrylic roof coating systems in the 1970s and continues to 
develop some of the most innovative and sustainable roof 
coatings on the market. With well over one BILLION square 
feet of roofing applied and hundreds of thousands of satisfied 
customers, Conklin has changed the face of the roofing 
industry. Our trained contractors apply your roof with skill  
and precision to protect your building for decades.

Savings for all Seasons
The outside temperature doesn’t have to be hot for Conklin 
Roofing Systems to reduce energy costs. Conklin’s Spray 
Polyurethane Foam (SPF) Roof Systems and Single-Ply 
Membrane Roofing Systems have a layer of insulation that 
helps lower heating costs in the winter. With white, reflective 
coatings to reflect summer heat, Conklin roofs are energy 
efficient all year round.
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FLEXION® XL, PUMA® XL, Benchmark®,  
Rapid Roof III®, and OUTPOST® meet the 
requirements of reflectivity and emissivity 
for inclusion in the CRRC program. Hot

Cool
Conklin’s highly reflective roof systems have 
been providing quality solutions to the 
roofing market since 1977.

A Benchmark® Performance Under the 
Toughest Conditions 
When the Florida Solar Energy Center decided to conduct 
a demonstration of the energy savings resulting from light-
colored roofs, it looked for a product it believed would lower 
cooling costs during the hot Florida summer. The product it 
selected was Conklin’s Benchmark roof coating. Benchmark 
was applied to the roofs of seven retail shops in a Cocoa, Fla., 
strip mall. The results of the demonstration showed a 25.3% 
average reduction in cooling energy among the seven shops. 
Individual savings ranged from 13% to 48%. 

Conklin Cool Roofs are Proven Performers
Conklin’s Cool Roofs Meet the Highest 
Standards for Reflectivity and Emissivity
These qualities result in a highly sustainable roof that:

• Reduces severe temperature fluctuations that cause 
thermal movement and stress

• Reflects damaging UV rays to help slow the aging process 
of the roof

• Lowers roof temperatures, reducing the rate of chemical 
breakdown

Rapid Roof® HVBenchmark®

Benchmark®, Rapid Roof III®, Rapid Roof® HV, and PUMA®XL 
u�lize 100% EC Acrylic Technology from Rohm & Haas Company

Rapid Roof III®
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• Reduce air conditioning bills
•  Increase roof durability
•  Lower air temperature surrounding air  

conditioning unit

• Help lower the heat island effect
• Provide sustainable roofing systems
•  Reduce the amont of landfill waste by recoating the  

existing roof

Ambient Temperature 90° F: Statistics taken from www.reliant.com

Black Asphalt Aluminized Coating Conklin Cool White Roofs

Surface 
160° F

Surface 
100° F

Reflectivity

5% Low

SRI*

3
SRI*

55
SRI*

107

Reflectivity

60% Mid

Reflectivity

85% High

Surface 
180° F

*The Solar Reflectance Index (SRI) is 
a measure defined by the Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory as the 
roof’s ability to reject solar heat, as 
shown by a small temperature rise. 
It is defined so that a standard black 
(reflectance 0.05, emittance 0.90) is 
0 and a standard white (reflectance 
0.80, emittance 0.90) is 100. Due to 
the way SRI is defined, particularly 
hot materials can even take slightly 
negative values, and particularly 
cool materials can even exceed 100.

Source: Cool Roof Ratings Council
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Conklin products used in the Membrane Coating System  
are listed on pages 16-22 with the                             symbol.MEMBRANE COATING

Testing & Approvals

Membrane  
Coating System

1.  Power wash and clean  
with WacTM II Roof Cleaner.

2.  Prime surface with  
Tack CoatTM.

3.  Reinforce seams with  
SpunFlex embedded in  
Rapid Roof III® Base Coat.

4.  Seal entire roof with  
Rapid Roof III® Top Coat.

Professional application of a Conklin Membrane Coating System

“I like the versatility, strength and waterproofing capabilities of the 
Membrane Coating System. The available 10-year warranty gives 
both my customers and I peace of mind. The high-quality SpunFlex 
fabric used in this system is flexible and easy to work with. Due 
to coastal wind uplift and potential hurricanes, having a seamless 
commercial roofing system is a must here in south Florida!”

– Chris Porosky, Florida

New life for an old roof
We’ve taken our innovation to new heights with this complete waterproofing 
system that can improve and extend the life of an existing membrane. As TPO, PVC, 
and other membranes become weathered, rooftops can crack, leak, and build up 
residue, diminishing their effectiveness and energy-saving properties. Conklin’s 
elastomeric coatings provide a new, cost-effective solution for repairing and 
preserving approved single-ply membranes, resulting in improved energy savings.

Advantages of Conklin’s Membrane Coating System:
•  Stops leaks with superior waterproofing.

•   Increases energy efficiency and lowers utility expense with its cool, white  
reflective surface.

•  Extends the life of the existing roof.
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Testing & Approvals

Conklin products used in the Fabric-Reinforced Coating 

System are listed on pages 16-22 with the  symbol.

Rugged, hail-rated roof lowers energy costs
Conklin’s Fabric-Reinforced Roofing System will give your building trouble-free 
protection. It waterproofs with a seamless acrylic coating in which a tough, flexible 
fabric is embedded. This combination makes a rugged, yet lightweight membrane 
that resists splitting and rupturing – the primary cause of leaks. This system also 
substantially increases the strength of your roof, extends its life expectancy, and 
increases the energy efficiency of the building.

Advantages of Conklin’s Fabric-Reinforced Coating System:
•  Offers excellent wind and hail protection.

•  Stops leaks with superior waterproofing.

•   Increases energy efficiency and lowers utility expense with its cool, white  
reflective surface.

•  Extends the life of the existing roof.

Fabric-Reinforced
Roofing System

Conklin’s Fabric-Reinforced 
Roofing System is extremely 
versatile and can be applied to 
many different roof substrates. 
The application procedure will 
vary depending upon the type of 
substrate; refer to specification 
guides or to a trained Conklin 
contractor for details.

Professional application of a Conklin Fabric-Reinforced Roofing System

“We have found this system to be an excellent choice for both new 
construction and existing roof restoration projects. The positive 
features include full adherence to substrate, no air pockets to 
create condensation, full fabric immersion in base coat, simple 
detailing around curbs and vents, white reflective top coat and 
painless repairs. This system is fully sustainable for many years, 
and is a leak-free solution our company and clients love.” 

– William Schrock, Montana
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1.  Prime surface with 
Tack CoatTM or Prime 
Time® as appropriate 
and reinforce seams 
with SpunFlex 
fabric embedded in 
Rapid Roof III® or 
Benchmark® Base Coat.

2.  Reinforce 
entire roof with 
SpunFlex fabric 
embedded in 
Rapid Roof III® 
or Benchmark® 
Base Coat.

3.  Seal entire roof 
with Rapid Roof III®, 
Benchmark® or  
PUMA® XL Top Coat.
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MR System®  
Metal Roof Restoration 

Conklin products used in the Metal Roof Restoration 

System are listed on pages 16-22 with the  symbol. 

“Our family has been installing Conklin’s MR System in the Central 
Valley of California since the 1980s. Some of our customers have 
experienced the benefits of this system for over 30 years. We find the 
MR System is a great way for our clients to preserve and restore their 
metal buildings. Often it eliminates the need for labor-intensive and 
costly tear-off and disposal. Our clients have peace of mind knowing 
that whichever Conklin cool roof coating they choose to use with the 
MR System, it will help to reduce their utility costs and extend the 
life of their investment. The diverse products and warranties offered 
by Conklin Roofing Systems also help our customers decide which 
coating system works best for their budgets and goals. Additionally, the 
warranties offered are non-prorated and renewable.”

– Joshua Thiesen, California

Testing & Approvals

Don’t replace your roof - restore it!
Conklin’s MR System is a complete waterproofing system for metal roofs. It stops 
leaks, inhibits rust, and provides an energy-efficient, long-lasting, attractive finish coat 
which will extend the life of your roof for years. During the restoration process, each 
problem area is systematically addressed, repaired and resealed, then the entire roof 
is coated with a reflective finish coat.

Advantages of Conklin’s MR System:
•  Inhibits rust.

•  Enhances appearance with attractive top coat.

•   Stops leaks with superior waterproofing.

•  Increases energy efficiency and lowers utility expense with its cool, white  
reflective surface. 

•  Extends the life of the existing roof.

1.  Power wash and clean 
with Rust-Off® Rust 
Remover.

2.  Prime entire roof 
with Conklin Encase® 
Metal Primer.

3.  Caulk all fastener 
heads with Kwik 
Kaulk®.

4.  Reinforce existing 
vertical seams and 
horizontal end laps 
with SpunFlex fabric 
and Rapid Roof III®  
or Benchmark®  
Base Coat.

5.  Seal entire roof 
with an appropriate 
Conklin coating.

Professional Application of a Conklin MR System®
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Single-Ply
MembranE SystemS

Conklin products used in the Single-Ply Membrane System  
are listed on pages 16-22 with the                  symbol.

“FLEXION® XL is certainly our single-ply membrane of choice.  
The high concentration of Elvaloy® and modified compounds in 
the sheet make it very pliable and nice to work with compared 
to other PVC membranes on the market. We have installed 
thousands of squares over the years with nothing but success and 
excellent results!”

– Brian & Jon Beachy, Ohio

SINGLE-PLY

Testing & Approvals

Shield your building with the best 
Conklin’s Single-Ply Membrane Roofing Systems is made with premium thermoplastic 
membranes. During installation, membrane rolls are overlapped and welded together 
to form an exceptionally durable, waterproof, energy-efficient shield that will deliver 
unsurpassed protection for years to come.

Advantages of Conklin’s Single-Ply Membrane Systems:
•  Offers superior protection from wind and hail.

•  Offers fire and chemical resistance.

•  Up to 20 and 25-year warranties available. 

•  Stops leaks with superior waterproofing. 

•   Increases energy efficiency and lowers utility expense with its cool, white  
reflective surface.

•  Can be applied in all seasons, performs in all climates.

•   OUTPOST® is the only 60 mil TPO membrane on the market with a non-moisture 
wicking scrim and a Kevlar-reinforced selvage edge.

•   FLEXION® XL has been independently tested as the toughest and highest-
performing 60 mil PVC membrane in the market today.

1.  Remove all loose 
dirt and debris and 
install boardstock.

2.  Apply membrane, 
overlapping seams 
in the direction of 
water run-off.

3.  Weld seams by  
hand or with a 
robotic welder.

4.  Seal free edges of 
membrane with 360-S® 
urethane sealant.

Professional application of a Conklin Single-Ply Membrane System
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Spray Polyurethane Foam 
Roofing Insulation System
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Conklin products used in the SPF Roofing Insulation 

System are listed on pages 16-22 with the  symbol.

1.  Apply SPF with a 
minimum thickness  
of one inch.

2.  Coat SPF surface with 
appropriate Conklin 
primer, base and top 
coat system.

Professional application of a Conklin SPF Roofing System

Stop leaks, energy loss from the top down 
Conklin’s Spray Polyurethane Foam (SPF) Roofing Insulation System is a great way to 
provide high-grade roof insulation for superior protection from the elements. With an 
insulation value of R-6.3 per inch of thickness, SPF effectively controls air infiltration, 
and reduces cooling and heating costs. During the restoration process, the entire roof 
is insulated with SPF (at a minimum thickness of one inch) and sealed with a reflective 
finish coat.

Advantages of Conklin’s SPF Roofing Insulation System:
•  Stops lateral water seepage with the foam’s closed-cell structure.

•  Simplifies repairs – most damage can be fixed with caulk gun and sealant.

•  Extends the life of the roof.

•  Stops leaks.

“We love Conklin’s spray foam and coatings system. Because 
foam is very lightweight and extremely strong, building owners 
can avoid expensive tear-offs. Elimination of any potential leak is 
achieved by a spray-on foam system that makes a 100% seamless 
roof. Spray foam roofing systems are also very energy-efficient and 
can often pay for themselves in less than 10 years with the savings 
on utility bills.”

– Perry Yutzy, MO

Photo courtesy of 
BASF Corporation

Cross-section view of SPF System

Testing & Approvals
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Benchmark®
 

Conklin’s Premier Acrylic Roof Coating
For use with these roofing systems: 

Benchmark provides the ultimate combination of flexibility 
and strength for your toughest projects. This 100% acrylic 
coating is recognized by most major code organizations, 
including Underwriters Laboratories (UL), and Factory Mutual. 
Benchmark also features a CRRC rating and an 85% solar 
reflective value for maximum energy efficiency.

Base Coat (Blue)
#36897 5 gallons
#36905 55-gallon drum
#37416 220-gallon mini-bulk

Top Coat (White)
#36913 5 gallons
#36921 55-gallon drum
#37424 220-gallon mini-bulk

Rapid Roof III®

Hard-Working, Weatherproof Coating
For use with these roofing systems: 

The workhorse of the Conklin roof coatings line, Rapid Roof® 
has proven itself with over 40 years of trouble-free service. 
This lightweight, flexible, seamless, and weatherproof system 
carries a UL Class A fire classification. Rapid Roof III in standard 
white provides an 85% reflective, tack-free, dirt-resistant finish. 
Continuing to lead in innovation, Rapid Roof III offers several 
optional colors that also meet the Cool Roof Ratings Council 
requirements for reflectivity and energy efficiency.

Base Coat
#37242 5 gallons
#37259 55-gallon drum
#37390 220-gallon mini-bulk*

Top Coat (White)
#37275 5 gallons
#37283 55-gallon drum
#37408 220-gallon mini-bulk

Premium Roof Coatings Premium Roof Coatings, continued

PUMA® XL
Extended-Life Roof Coating
For use with these roofing systems: 

PUMA XL is the latest innovation in the Conklin family of 
products. This extraordinary coating combines advanced 
technology with exceptional versatility, because it can be 
applied over a variety of substrates. It dries faster than other 
two-coat systems, and offers a warranty of up to 18 years, 
because of its outstanding tensile strength.

#57530 5 gallons 
#57535 55-gallon drum
#57540 220-gallon mini-bulk

MEMBRANE COATING

The Conklin Family of  
Cool roofing Systems
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Rapid Roof ® HV
Seamless, Waterproof and Cost-Effective Coating
For use with these roofing systems:  

This high-value system delivers the same waterproof, seamless 
flexibility and durability of Conklin’s other roofing systems, 
but at a lower price because it doesn’t carry the costly code 
approvals and fire ratings. Rapid Roof HV features an 85% solar 
reflective value.

Base Coat (Prime Time)
#6379 5 gallons
#6395 55-gallon drum

Top Coat (White)
#37010 5 gallons
#37028 55-gallon drum
#37440 220-gallon mini-bulk

Barn Red
#57873    5 gallon 
#57878    55 gallon*      

Brown
#57914    5 gallon
#57916    55 gallon*

Black
#57883    5 gallon  
#57884    55 gallon*

Gray
#37879    5 gallon
#37887    55 gallon*

Mystic Gray
#57862    5 gallon
#57867    55 gallon

Green
#57891    5 gallon
#57892    55 gallon*

Blue
#57903    5 gallon 
#57905    55 gallon*

Tan
#37838    5 gallon
#37846    55 gallon

*  Non-stock item, available by special order.

Top Coat Colors

Activate® LS Silicone (Low Solids)
Silicone Rubber Roof Coating System
For use with this roofing systems: 

A one-component, moisture-curing silicone rubber roof coating 
system designed for use on sprayed-in-place polyurethane 
foam. The system provides long-term protection because it 
resists weathering, aging, oxidation, wind-driven sand, rain 
and snow, the effects of ozone, and ultraviolet radiation. The 
silicone membrane remains flexible, even when exposed to 
extreme temperatures typicaly found on roofs.

#58091      5 gallons* – White
#58096      50-gallon drum* – White
#58110 5 gallons* – Gray
#58115 50-gallon drum* – Gray

*  Non-stock item, available by special order.

Silicones

Activate® HS Silicone (High Solids)
Silicone Rubber Roof Coating System
For use with these roofing systems:                                       
A solvent-free, one-component, moisture-curing rubber roof 
coating system designed for use on metal and various types of 
single-ply membrane roofing. The system provides long-term 
protection because it resists weathering, aging, oxidation,   
wind-driven sand, rain and snow, the effects of the ozone, 
ultraviolet radiation, and the  
temperature extremes typically  
found on roofs.

#58080 5 gallons – White
#58085 55-gallon drum* – White

MEMBRANE COATING

*  Non-stock item, available by special order.

*   Conklin Company Inc. offers limited warranties up to 18 years on coatings 
systems upon submittal and approval of warranty application

* Rapid Roof HV can only be used on concrete when it is used 
in the Fabric-Reinforced System. 
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FLEXION® XL 60 MIL PVC   
OUTPOST® 60 MIL TPO
Single-Ply Membranes
For use with this roofing system: 

The next generation of high-performance, single-ply membrane roofing 
technology has arrived!

These Elvaloy®-modified PVC and TPO single-ply membranes provide rugged protection 
from the elements. Their unique chemical formulations are naturally fire and chemical-
resistant, making FLEXION XL and OUTPOST excellent choices for both new and  
re-roofing applications.

 • Excellent flexibility and elongation creates ease of handling and welding.
 • Tremendous tear and puncture strength.

 •  Kevlar®-reinforced selvage edges provide powerful holding strength for plates and 
fasteners in high wind uplift areas.

 •  High-performance formulation ensures superior reflectivity along with chemical 
and dirt resistance.

 •  Non-moisture wicking scrim material simplifies application and increases  
seam durability.

SINGLE-PLY

Visit the Roofing Systems section of www.conklin.com for more detailed information 
on stocked and custom order single-ply membrane accessories or refer to the current 
Roofing Systems monthly pricing guide.

Single-Ply Membranes

The Conklin Family of  
Cool roofing Systems

Picture courtesy of Seth Keehn
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Conklin Encase®

Metal Surface Primer
For use with this roofing system: 

Even where rust has a foothold, special anti-corrosion agents 
in our superior primer act to inhibit further spread of the 
oxidation process. Required for the application of the MR 
System® (and used in conjuction with Rust-Off®), this protective 
barrier inhibits rust from forming on steel surfaces and dries in 

as little as 2-4 hours.

Prime Time®

Primer for Conklin Acrylic Roof Systems
For use with this roofing system: 

This quality acrylic latex roof primer is designed to prepare 
rough, weathered, or irregular substrates for a Conklin coating. 
Prime Time can be considered “liquid insurance” for optimum 
performance of Conklin Roofing Systems. It is designed for use 
on polyurethane foam, asphalt, BUR, and anywhere else a fire-

rated material is required.

#06379 5 gallons 
#06395 55-gallon drum 

Tack Coat™

Single-Ply Membrane Primer/Bonding Agent
For use with this roofing system: 

When used in conjunction with WACTM II, Conklin’s Tack Coat 
promotes adhesion between Rapid Roof III® and substrates 
such as EPDM, Hypalon, PVC, and TPO. It quickly and effectively 
prepares the membrane for application of the highly reflective, 

energy-saving finish coat.

#40101     5 gallons
#40113     55-gallon drum 

MEMBRANE COATING

Surface Preparation, Primer,  
and Maintenance Products

MEMBRANE COATING

Cleaners Primers

WAC II™ 
Industrial-Strength Roof Cleaner
For use with this roofing system: 

Formulated for proper cleaning of weathered approved 
Single-Ply membranes, WAC II also powers away dirt on any 
substrate to prepare the surface for optimal adhesion of 
primer and top coat. Our unique formula provides a clean 

surface and leaves no residue.

#40121 5 gallons
#40125 55-gallon drum

Rust-Off ®

Rust and Oxide Remover 
For use with this roofing system: 

A concentrated metal roof treatment that etches metal, and 
removes rust and oxidation. This convenient gel formula 
mixes easily with water, making quick work of rust removal, 
restoring metal to a ready-to-coat surface before the 

application of Conklin Encase® Metal Primer.

#02560 6 quart/case

Utility Coatings

Gray 
#58154 5 gallons
#58156 55-gallon drum

Affinity® 
Moisture-Cure Urethane Utility Roof Coating 
Affinity is a high-value aliphatic polyurethane roof coating 
that offers the toughness, elasticity, and long-term 
performance you expect from a Conklin coating, with 
unsurpassed weather resistance, making it extremely durable 
for almost any job.

#58142 1 gallon/4 pack Affinity Top Coat (Urethane) 

SpunFlex I & SpunFlex II
Premium Reinforcement Fabric
This 100 percent knit polyester fabric is embedded into  
Rapid Roof® HV, Rapid Roof III® and Benchmark® base coats to 
provide exceptional tensile and tear strength. This reinforcing 
fabric substantially increases the strength and durability of the 
roofing system. The use of SpunFlex I or SpunFlex II fabric in  
a specified roof system adds to the overall life expectancy of  
the roof and results in increased resistance to splitting  
and rupturing.

SpunFlex I
#56326 SpunFlex Fabric (4”x300’)
#57825 SpunFlex Fabric (38”x300’)
#54684 SpunFlex Fabric (76”x300’)

SpunFlex II
#56334 SpunFlex II (2.5”x300’) 
#56342   SpunFlex II (5”x300”)
#54650   SpunFlex II (38”x300’)
#54692   SpunFlex II (76”x300’)

Butyl Tape
Premium Reinforcement Tape
A self-adhesive, peel-and-stick material that combines the 
strength and elasticity of SpunFlex with the built-in qualities of 
butyl adhesive. Butyl Tape can be used instead of base coat and 
fabric on metal roof seams. This can be advantageous when 
inclement weather is threatening the application.  
Butyl Tape allows for immediate application  
of the top coat, saving time and money.

#55178   Butyl Tape (3”x50’) 
#55186   Butyl Tape (6”x50’)

Reinforcement Products



Maximum durability, flexibility for extreme conditions 
Conklin’s premium exterior coating products provide exceptional waterproofing technology and great appearance. These 
durable, long-lasting products are extremely flexible. They provide a functional, yet beautiful protective finish over wood, 
metal, cement composition materials, and masonry surfaces.

Advantages of Conklin’s Master Guard® premium exterior coating products:
• Provides exceptional coverage with greater thickness than ordinary paint.

• Offers years of protection against the elements.

Kwik Kaulk® 
Acrylic Caulking Compound
Formulated with less water than the leading competitive caulk, 
Kwik Kaulk latex caulking compound resists shrinking. Our high 
tensile-strength formula is ideal for metal, wood, or concrete 
surfaces. It seals door and window frames, thresholds, and any 
areas where air and water leaks occur. Plus, it remains flexible, 
even at -20° F. It can be used with all latex paints and acrylic 
coatings. Available in white, gray, or dark bronze. 

Kwik Kaulk Original
#5181 24 - 10.3 oz tubes/case (White) 
#8854 24 - 10.3 oz tubes/case (Dark Bronze)
#5140 2 gallons (White)
#8821 2 gallons (Dark Bronze)
#36962 2 gallons (Gray) 

Kwik Kaulk Fastener Grade
#37499 5 gallons (White)
#40022 5 gallons (Dark Bronze)
#39404 55-gallon drums* (White)  
 (*minimum order of 4)

Kwik Kaulk Seam Grade
#58132 5 gallons (White)
#58138 5 gallons (Dark Bronze)
#58135 55-gallon drums (White) 

Conklin’s professional-grade caulking compounds and sealants partner perfectly with our exterior latex coating system, quality 
fabrics and and our family of roof coatings. They provide a pliable seal that can withstand the extreme pressures of building 
movement and weather, enhancing the exceptional waterproofing power of our coatings. 

Advantages of Conklin caulks and sealants:
• Provide superior protection with high-solids formulas.

• Cure to a durable, long-lasting finish.

• Comply with federal specifications for government projects.

Caulks & Sealants
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360-S® 
Urethane Sealant
This tough elastomeric urethane sealant provides outstanding 
adhesion and long-lasting protection on masonry, concrete, 
aluminum, wood, and glass surfaces. It resists cracking, water, 
and most harsh chemicals, and cures even in humid, wet, or 
rainy conditions. Once it is cured, it can be coated with Conklin 

coatings for the perfect finishing touch.

White
#58170 (12) 20 oz. sausage packs/case 

Dark Bronze
#58175  (12) 20 oz. sausage packs/case

Wall-Kote™ 

Flexible Armor Against the Elements® 

Exterior Latex Coating System
Quite possibly the most durable and longest-lasting exterior 
coating on the market today, Wall Kote protects a building’s 
exterior with Conklin’s one-of-a-kind elastomeric technology.  
It provides a flexible membrane, and its greater thickness 
provides longer lasting protection when compared to  

ordinary paint.

5 gallons 
55-gallon drum*

 “While building our roofing business, we have specialized 
in solving hard-to-find leaks that building owners were 
unable to get resolved. By introducing Conklin’s quality 
caulks and Wall-Kote coating to our product arsenal, 
we successfully waterproofed concrete, EFIS, and wall 
penetrations that otherwise would have been neglected. 
By utilizing Conklin’s specialty coatings line and providing 
exemplary workmanship and service, we have been able to 
build long-term relationships with our customers.”

– Stan Volkman, Minnesota

Field Stone
#58022   5 gallons

Quilters Thread
#57943   5 gallons

Shipsgate
#58001   5 gallons

Silver Screen
#57961   5 gallons

Tudor Cottage
#58013   5 gallons

Tuxedo Tails
#58033   5 gallons

Bright White
#58044   5 gallons

Barn Red
#57954   5 gallons  

*  Non-stock item, available by special order.

Wall-Kote Colors

Premium Exterior Coatings



Over four decades, over one BILLION 

square feet of roofing applied and 

hundreds of thousands of satisfied 

customers later, Conklin Roofing 

Systems has forged a sterling reputation 

for delivering the best, year after year. 
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Conklin Roofing Systems is proud to associate with the following manufacturers and dealers to provide you with an even greater 
array of commercial roofing products, equipment and services.

Please contact a member of the Conklin Roofing Systems team to discuss the products and services available to Conklin-affiliated 
contractors from these outstanding vendor partner companies:

YEARS

ROOFING  SYSTEMS


